Become a
Wildlife Warrior
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& EARN YOUR CERTIFICATE!

Children will have the opportunity to participate in the conservation efforts
that go on, plus get either a Bronze, Silver or Gold Certificate depending
on how well they did.

Top Secret Security Ops
Find out how our highly trained rangers help protect Loisaba’s wildlife by joining them
on a short patrol, visiting the top-secret security ops room (where you can also see
the GPS movements of some collared wildlife such as Felix the lion!) and meeting our
pilot for a guided tour of our plane.

‘Hide & Seek’ with the sniffer dogs
Meet our anti-poaching canine unit! We have two tracker dogs - Memusi and
Nanyokie - and five handlers, who all contribute towards anti-poaching and the
safety and security of the conservancy. The dogs are sniffer dogs rather than attack
dogs and are very friendly. Join the team and test the dogs’ sense of smell as you try
and hide in the bush - and see if they can find you!

Learn from the best Conservation Experts
Join our expert Guides and learn the signs of the wild, identify plants and basic
survival, as you take a short ‘bush’ walk around the camp

Junior Guide Training
Meet our researchers in our Conservation Centre and learn about the importance of
all wildlife species in the ‘web of life’.

Recycling and Waste Management Fundi
Find out what it takes to recycle and keep the environment safe, from reusing water
in the vegetable garden, making sure we keep our carbon footprint to a minimum by
eliminating plastic and so much more. Help the environment and find creative ways to
re-purpose waste that you can try at home!

Tech in the Wild
Help contribute towards our wildlife monitoring and research projects, by recording
sightings of elephants, leopards, lions, reticulated giraffes,
Grevy’s zebras, cheetahs and wild dogs
on your game drives!

Note: We need to give the Conservancy one day’s notification so prior to booking the Wildlife Warrior activities.

